3.1 Introduction to the Theory of W
General Remarks
The quantitative prediction of the W value for gases probably started with the celebrated paper of Bethe (1930) (see Sections 18 and 19 of that paper). Although considerable effort has been expended since then, the subject remains incompletely understood. Following is a sketch of the principles underlying our current understanding.
Because the W value hinges upon an accounting of the radiation energy used for ionization and that used for all non-ionizing events, any theory of W must presume a sharp distinction between ionization and excitation. (By the term "excitation," one implies, here, all non-ionizing events including dissociation of molecules.) The distinction between ionization and excitation is straightforward for an isolated molecule, but calls for careful consideration, in general, for each given experimental condition. Even for monatomic gases, this distinction can be made precise only at limiting low pressure, under which interatomic thermal collisions are infrequent and produce negligible effect; indeed, most existing treatments either explicitly or implicitly start with the idealization of vanishingly low pressure. Complications due to finite pressure will be touched upon at the end of this subsection.
The theory of W must explain a number of features about this entity. First, it should explain the magnitude of W. Second, it should explain why Wis insensitive to radiation characteristics such as charge, mass, and energy of an incident particle, provided it is much faster than the valence electrons in the gaseous molecule-a remarkable empirical fact that makes W extremely useful for radiation dosimetry, as noted in Section 1.3. Third, when the incident particle is not fast compared to the valence electrons, W becomes energy-dependent; it increases, usually, though not necessarily monotonically, as the particle becomes slower (as discussed in Section 5). The theory must explain why this occurs. Fourth, ions represent the most typical of all primary species formed under irradiation, as the often-used term "ionizing radiation" implies. Unless one satisfactorily accounts for the yield of ions, one has no hope of quantitatively predicting the yield of any other primary species; in this sense, the theory of W is a prototype of the theory of all primary yields in radiation chemistry and biology (Platzman, 1967; Inokuti, 1974a; and Fano, 8 1975) . Indeed, Section 3.2 discusses the W evaluation as an example of the primary-yield calculations.
The first of the two ingredients of the W theory, as noted in Section 1.3, is the comprehensive determination of the cross sections for individual collisions. Here one must consider all major collisions, with molecules in the medium, of every energetic particle that may appear in the history of the degradation of radiation energy.
Because all ionizing radiations give rise to electrons in the medium, any treatment of W for any initial particle must include electron-collision cross sections. More specifically, it must involve the cross section for each kind of excitation (including molecular dissociation), the total cross section for ionization, and the differential ionization cross section, i.e., the energy distribution of secondary electrons in each ionizing collision. In contrast, electron elastic-collision cross sections are not needed because the energy loss of an electron upon an elastic collision is negligible when the electron is energetic enough to cause ionization. Nor are the angular distributions of scattered or ejected electrons pertinent to the W evaluation, although geometric effects are crucial to the consideration of microdosimetric energy delivery and track structure. For irradiation with x rays and gamma rays, cross sections for photon processes, most importantly for the photoeffect at low energies, must be known. For irradiation with protons and other heavier particles, the kinds of cross sections required by the W theory are numerous because these particles generate in the medium not only electrons, but also various new energetic particles, e.g., hydrogen atoms, negative hydrogen ions, and other molecular fragments.
Consequently, most of the calculations so far reported concern irradiation with electrons-the simplest possible situation.
Monoenergetic Electrons
Earlier theories used unrealistic cross sections based on a hydrogen-like model (Bethe, 1930) or a Thomas-Fermi approach (Bagge, 1937) , and attempted to bypass the bookkeeping. They led to a strong correlation of W with the (first) ionization potential, /, a result inconsistent with experiment. Fano (1946) resolved this difficulty qualitatively by analyzing the role of electron screening in excited and ionized states of atoms, and by introducing a simple and instructive method of book-keeping. His result for He, W = 38 e V, was closer to the modern value than the experimental value of about 30 eV at that time, which was incorrect because of the Jesse effect, then unrecognized. (See Section 4.)
As a prelude to technical discussion of the detailed bookkeeping method, it is useful to consider an elementary heuristic method of interpretation advanced by Platzman (1961).
If an incident particle of energy E is completely stopped in a gas, one may write the following equation for energy balance:
where N is the total number of electrons produced, Nex isthe number of discrete excited states produced, Ei is an average energy expended in the production of an ion, Eex is an average energy of discrete excited states, and "ii is an average kinetic energy of those electrons (subexcitation electrons) which are too slow to excite or ionize an atom in the gas. By definition, the W value is the ratio EIN. Hence, the ratio of W to the (first) ionization energy, I, is written as
Each of the three summands on the right-hand side of Eq. (3-2) depends on the particle energy, E, and so does the W value. But the E-dependence is weak for E » I. In this paragraph and the next, we shall qualitatively discuss the entries of Eq. (3-2) for high E only. For helium, the value of each term of Eq. (3-2) at high E was estimated by Platzman (1961) as 1.72,.,, 1.06 + (0.85)(0.40) + 0.31.
Thus, one has a general understanding of the energy balance. The ratio EJI is slightly greater than unity because of excited He+ ions produced. It may be somewhat greater for other atoms (for which there are more diverse possibilities of excited ion states), and even greater for molecules which render molecular ions that can sustain more energies in vibration and rotation, as well as in electronic motion. The ratio EexlI is less than unity, but close to it because most discrete states lie fairly near I. The ratio N exlN is the most difficult to evaluate and strongly depends upon the dynamics of each atom or molecule. For closed-shell atoms, the ratio NexlN is about 0.4 or 0.5. For closed-shell molecules, it should be near unity. The last ratio €II certainly is much smaller than unity. It is about 0.3 for rare gases; it should be smaller for molecules because molecular ions probably retain a greater share of excess energy than atomic ions, thus leaving less energy for ejected electrons.
Certain systematics of the ratio WII are noteworthy. As Platzman (1961) pointed out, WII for fast charged particles is 1. 7-1.8 in all rare gases and 2.1-2.5 for common molecular gases, according to experiment. The
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small ranges of WII might tempt one to hazard a naive conclusion, e.g., that W II should be 1. 7-1.8 in all atomic vapors. In fact, the small ranges are attributable to the limited variety of species so far studied experimentally. According to theoretical estimates for atomic vapors with Z ~ 18 (Inokuti et al., 1975) , W II as a function of atomic number Z shows large periodic variations that reflect the shell structure. Rare gases have minimal W II values. In contrast, alkalis and alkaline earths have large W II values, ranging from 2.0 to 3.2.
Detailed treatments of the bookkeeping problem started in the 1950's. For He, Erskine (1954) used Born-approximation cross sections, but applied a quantitative method of bookkeeping due to Fowler (1923) . This method amounts to solving an integral equation for N(E), the average number of ions that an electron of initial energy E creates directly or indirectly until it falls below the (first) ionization energy I. (The meaning of the "average" will be discussed later.)
For illustration, the Fowler equation for a source electron of energy E takes the form
in the simplest case, where a molecule has a single ionization energy I and it always ionizes after energy transfer L1 exceeding I. In Eq. (3-3), <Ttot(E) is the total inelastic-collision cross section, i.e., the sum of the ionization cross section, <Ti(E), and of every excitation (or dissociation) cross section, <Tn(E), all for electrons of kinetic energy E. The right-hand side of Eq. (3-3) [divided by <Ttot(E)] enumerates contributions to N(E) classified according to the first inelastic collision that an electron of energy E undergoes. Suppose that this collision leads to a discrete excitation denominated n, with energy transfer L1n, then the scattered electron will have energy E -L1n. The average number of ion pairs generated subsequently by this electron and by all its secondaries is <Tn(E)N(E -L1n)l<Ttot(E). The sum of this contribution over n (including molecular dissociation) appears as the second term in Eq. (3-3). In contrast, the first inelastic collision may be ionizing and lead to an electron of energy E -1L1 and another electron of energy L1 -I. The differential cross section for this process has been written as d<Ti(E,4)ldL1; the total ionization cross section <Ti(E) is given by
The ionizing collision directly contributes to N(E) the amount <Ti(E)l<Tt 0 t(E), as represented by the first term of Eq. ( 3-3). In addition, the total contributions of the resulting two electrons and of all their subsequent sec- The studies of Miller (1956), Gerhart (1975) , and Eggarter (1975) exemplify Platzman's powerful strategy for the cross-section determination, as summarized by Fano (1975) and Inokuti et al. (1976) . Briefly, the key idea of the strategy is that various cross sections for a given target are closely related among themselves, as well as to other properties of the target, and thus are subject to many general constraints. Examples of the constraints concern the large-E behavior of <Tn(E) or d<Ti(E,,Ll)/d.1, a relation of d<Ti(E,Ll)/d.1 at fixed E with photo-ionization spectra (Kim, 1972; Kim, 1975a,b,c; Kim and Noguchi, 1975; Tuckwell and Kim, 1976) , and various sum rules. Use of these and other constraints enables one to test the reliability of cross-section data and often to extrapolate or interpolate them dependably.
The results of the many calculations (e.g., Miller, 1956; Alkhazov, 1971b; Jones, 1973; Gerhart, 1975; and Eggarter, 1975) for irradiation with electrons of initial energy E show approximately the simple behavior Srdoc and Obelic (1976) , and on xenon by Samson and Haddad (1976) give an energy dependence consistent with Eq. (3-5) down to quite low E, but other measurements (Gerbes, 1935; Cole, 1969; Combecher, 1978; Waibel and Grosswendt, 1978) give a much stronger energy dependence. Therefore, we have no clearcut conclusion about the general applicability of Eq. (3-5).
Another method of bookkeeping uses the degradation spectra (Spencer and Fano, 1954) . Suppose that a beam of incident electrons of energy E and with unit flux density steadily impinges upon a gas. The electrons generate, during slowing down and ionizing collisions, many electrons of varying energies. These electrons may be characterized by a stationary energy distribution. Following Spencer and Fano (1954) , one may denote by y(E,E')dE' the total pathlength of all the electrons (primary, secondary, tertiary, etc.) having energies between E' and E' + dE'. The function y(E,E') is called the degradation spectrum of electrons. (When there are other source particles, say protons, initially incident in the medium, their degradation spectra are similarly defined for each of them and must be considered.) Spencer and Fano (1954) gave an integral equation for y(E,E'), and discussed methods for its numerical solution. (See also McGinnies, 1959.) Once y(E,E') is known, the ion yield N(E) can be computed as (3) (4) (5) (6) where Nm is the number density of molecules in the gas, and <Ti(E') is the ionization cross section of the gas molecule for an electron of energy E'. In this formulation, the bookkeeping problem is reduced to the knowledge of a single function, y(E,E'). An advantage of this method is that, once y(E,E') is determined, the yield of any other primary species (whose excitation cross section is known) can be evaluated by a similar equation so that the accuracy of the y(E,E') used may be assessed thereby. If one assumes that a particle loses only an infinitesimal fraction of its kinetic energy in each collision and that no appreciable number of particles at that energy is produced as secondaries, then y(E,E') is equal to the reciprocal of the stopping power. This procedure, known as a continuous-slowing-down approximation, is valid when E exceeds greatly the mean binding energies of atomic electrons. (See Section 3-2 for applications of continuous-slowing-down approximations.)
Spencer and Fano (1954) Fano and Spencer (1975) call f6d~ zW the recycling parameter, which ranges from 1.3 to 1.6 for E = 2-100 keVin He. The Spencer-Fano and the Fowler equations represent complementary aspects of the same problem. In particular, it can be shown that the two methods give the same N(E) for the same cross-section data. The close relation of the two methods can be made apparent through a set of variational principles for N(E) and y(E,E') (Inokuti et al., 1976) .
A remaining problem concerns statistical fluctuations of the number of ions produced by particles of the same kind and the same incident kinetic energy, as noted in Section 1.3. Fano (1947) pioneered in the theory of these fluctuations, which are especially important in semiconductor detectors (van Roosbroeck, 1965) . Suppose that we let one incident particle stop in a gas and measure the number cf of ion pairs, and that we repeat this measurement many times. So long as all individual collisions are statistically unrelated, the number cf observed in each trial may be related to its average N(E) [i.e., E/W(E), by definition] through where ( ) Av denotes an average over many trials, and F(E) is a quantity of the order ofunity (usually less than 0.5 and often 0.2 or even smaller) and is called the Fano factor. In most experiments, many particles are incident simultaneously, and the fluctuation is observed in the current due to ion pairs. Alkhazov (1971a) evaluated the Fano factor for electrons in H, He, Ne, Ar, and H2, and also pointed out that, theoretically, the addition of a small amount of impurities having a lower ionization energy reduces the Fano factor markedly.
For a fuller treatment of the fluctuations, one may consider the probability P(E,j) that the complete absorption of an electron with initial energy E gives rise to exactly j ion pairs in a gas. Knipp et al. (1953) , as well as Lindhard et al. (1963) , give a nonlinear integral equation for P(E,j). The average number N(E) of ion pairs is given by 00 N(E) = L: jP(E,j). (3-12) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) It is also possible to calculate Wand F by simulating a large number of histories of individual particles in an electronic computer. This is the Monte-Carlo method (Berger, 1963) , the most straightforward method of bookkeeping. Examples of the Monte-Carlo calculations are seen in Paretzke (1976 ), Terrissol et al. (1976 ), and Berger (1963 , 1974 .
Radiations Other than Monoenergetic Electrons
Evaluation of the ionization yield for radiations other than electrons of fixed energy E calls for extended treatments, as outlined below. First of all, for beta rays, one may obtain the ionization yield by the integration of N(E) over the beta spectrum. (See Section 5.4.2.) Second, for x rays and gamma rays, one must account for both the direct ionization through the photoeffect and the ionization due to photoelectrons, Auger electrons, and internal-conversion electrons. (If the photon energy is sufficiently high, one must consider the Compton effect and pair production, too.) Usually, the ionization due to photoelectrons is the most important (unless the photon energy is only a few multiples of the first ionization energy, I), and may be evaluated as the superposition of N(E) with the photoelectron energy spectrum-now well documented for many molecules (Siegbahn et al., 1967 (Siegbahn et al., , 1971 Carlson, 1975) . In summary, one can derive W for photons from W for electrons, but one cannot, in general, derive W for electrons from W for photons. Finally, when protons, deuterons, mesons, or other heavy particles are incident, the theory of W becomes far more complicated. Here, again, one distinguishes the direct ionization by the incident particles and the ionization due to secondary electrons. The complete degradation of the energy of any heavy particle consists of numerous kinds of collision processes, including electron capture and loss, which is important at velocities comparable to orbital velocities of valence electrons in molecules. At such low velocities, elastic collisions of a heavy particle with molecules account for an appreciable fraction of the total energy loss. Furthermore, a collision of any ion carrying electrons with a molecule results in a variety of products, i.e., electrons, new ions and molecular fragments, possibly energetic enough to cause further ionization. Comprehensive determination of the cross sections for individual collisic:m processes must await future work. As to the bookkeeping problem, Lindhard et al. (1963) formulated a Fowler-type equation and discussed its solution, but in general terms only. This brief summary of the current knowledge should make it clear why the energy-dependence of W for heavy particles can be discussed now only phenomenologically, as is done in Section 5. A limited aspect of the ionization yield for protons and alpha particles is amenable to theoretical analysis, however. The differential value w (defined in Section 1.1) for high-energy particles, can be evaluated by summing the direct ionization and the ionization due to secondary electrons (Jacobi and Stolterfoht, 1972; Bichsel and Inokuti, 1976) .
Finally, complications due to finite pressures may be discussed briefly. In pure He, for example, discrete excited states, He*, with sufficiently high excitation energies (i.e., certainly all states with the principal quantum number n :=::: 4 and with n = 3, except for the 3 1 S state) can react as He* + He ---.. Het + e, and thus contribute to the total ionization. This process makes the W pressure-dependent; according to Miller (1956) , the W of He at pressures under which measurements are usually taken should be about 43 e V in contrast to the low-pressure value of 46 eV. Another example is H 2 , discussed by Gerhart (1975) , where additional ions may originate from excited hydrogen atoms, H*, formed by dissociation of hydrogen molecules through the reaction H* + H2 ---->-Hj + e. It is suspected that the conversion of excited neutral species to ion pairs may occur in other gases as well, but little evidence is available at present. The presence of the conversion implies some temperature dependence of W, as emphasized by Inokuti (1974b) , because excited species decay by non-ionizing processes (which are, in general, temperature-dependent) and the conversion into ion pairs must compete with the non-ionizing processes. The conversion of excited species into ion pairs is especially important in gas mixtures, as is fully discussed in Section 4.
Some Specific Calculations

The Work of Green and Co-Workers
In connection with work intended to predict upper atmospheric auroral and dayglow emissions, Green and his collaborators (Green and Barth, 1965; Green and Dutta, 1967; Stolarski and Green, 1967; Peterson and Green, 1968) developed an approach to energy deposition which gives wand Was by-products. This approach essentially adapted the original continuous slowingdown approximation of Bohr (1913, 1915) so that more recent knowledge of basic atomic and molecular cross sections, especially for low-energy electrons (Lassettre, 1969; Opal et al., 1972; Ehrhardt et al., 1972) could be used. To this end, they developed semi-theoretical, analytic approximations for these cross sections for incident electrons as well as protons (e.g., see Green and Sawada, 1972; Green et al., 1969; Green, 1973; Green and McNeal, 1971; Edgar et al., 1975; Green and Stolarski, 1972; Watson et al., 1967; Green and Dutta, 1967) . This approach has been applied to many substances of atmospheric biological interest including water vapor (Olivero et al., 1972) and liquid water (Kutcher and Green, 1976) .
As more complete and accurate cross-section sets have become available, this group has pursued more accurate deposition methods. These include a Discrete Energy-Bin Method (DEB) (Peterson, 1969) , a detailed microscopic adaption of the Monte-Carlo approach of Berger (1963) (Brinkmann and Trajmar, 1970; Heaps and Green, 1975; Garvey and Green, 1976) . More recently, this group studied the yield spectrum [which is equal to the product <1t 0 t(E')·y (E,E') in the notation of Section 3.1.2] by use of a Modified Discrete Energy-Bin Method (MDEB) (Green et al., 1977a (Green et al., , 1977b Jackman et al., 1977) . This yield spectrum has a rather simple behavior even at relativistic energies, (Garvey et al., 1977) and does not change much from substance to substance, so long as it consists of elements with atomic numbers less than 10. Hence, it is convenient for application to the determination of all types of yields. The uncertainty of results calculated with the yield spectrum method is determined largely by the uncertainties of the ratio of cross sections (5-10 percent, see, e.g., Green et al., 1977b) .
Microscopic Continuous Slowing-Down Approximation (CSDA) Calculations for Protons
The present knowledge of proton-and hydrogenimpact cross sections is far less than that of electronimpact cross sections (Green and McNeal, 1971) . Fragmentary data on cross sections for electron capture by protons are available (Allison, 1958; Tawara and Russek, 1973) . Cross sections for stripping of hydrogen and electron capture by protons on molecular targets are also available (see, for example, Toburen et al., 1968, and Dagnac et al., 1970) .
Elastic collisions in which the kinetic energy of the proton or hydrogen atom is transferred into kinetic energy of the target molecule make an appreciable contribution to the energy deposition of protons and hydrogen at primary energies less than 10 ke V (see Section 5.3.2). Cross sections calculated from these data have been given by Edgar et al. (1975) , Porter and Green (1975), and Porter et al., (1976) . In Figure 3 .2, the results of a microscopic CSDA calculation for protons in air are compared with the experimental data for N2. Improvements in theory and experiment would be needed to determine whether the 1 e V rise near 50 ke V is real or not. 
Some Specific Calculations
The Work of Sato and Co-Workers
Sato and co-workers have recently evaluated the yields of ion pairs and of other primary species in various gases (Sato et al., 1974; Okazaki et (ll., 1975; Ohno et al., 1975; Okazaki and Sato, 1975; Okazaki et al., 1976b; Sato et al., 1976; Okazaki et al., 1976a) . These authors construct cross sections solely from bindingenergy data by use of the classical binary-encounter theory. The resulting cross sections are, therefore, highly schematic at best, and certainly their reliability is open to question. By use of these cross sections, Sato and co-workers estimate the electron degradation spectra according to the continuous slowing-down approximation while accounting for successive generations of secondary electrons. The degradation spectra thus approximately obtained led to the ion-pair (and other) yields. Although numerical values for individual molecular species cannot be considered definitive at all owing to the many approximations used, the volume of results, taken as a whole, seems to point to systematics, e.g., the approximate constancy of W /I for similar molecular species. In addition, the treatment by Sato et al. (1976) indicates how the ionization yields for different radiations, e.g., alpha, beta, and gamma rays, are related to the ionization yield for monoenergetic electrons. Okazaki et al. (1976a) studied the dependence of the degradation spectra for rare-gas mixtures upon their composition-a subject hitherto little explored.
